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1. Introduction

To write an article for publication, use Microsoft Word for Windows (Microsoft Office 95 or higher).
The author should send the article (file *. doc, *. jpg graphics files / *. gif, tables and graphs separately
*. doc / *. xls), by e-mail or post a CD with saved material. The document shall be prepared for
monochromatic laser printing. The author should also provide two copies of one-sided printout of the
article. Since the publishing of coloured drawings (graphs and photos) is possible only on the website
of the magazine, additional version of the colourful illustrative material should be sent electronically.
The objectives of the work should also be stated in the introduction.

1.1. Page setup

Affiliation of authors shall be typed right under their names. If the authors are employed by one entity,
a footnote should be placed by the last name, and the text of the footnote shall not repeat the name

and address of the institution. You must select the corresponding author and provide his e-mail
address.
Here are the basic settings: Format: A4 (21 x 29.7 cm); article text style: standard, font: Times New
Roman – 12 point, normal; alignment: double-sided, spacing: 1.5, the format of the paragraph: the
second and subsequent paragraphs in the chapter or subchapter indentation – 0.5 cm, margins: left /
right – 2.00 cm, upper – 2.00 cm, bottom – 2.50 cm; headline: 1.25 cm, footer: 1.25 cm. Content of
headers and footers will be inserted by the editors. Given that the article will be formatted for printing
by the editors, rigid line breaks, combining characters and the use of several spaces should be avoided.

2. Title of chapter

2.1. Title of section

Numbering

styles

more

complex

than

X.X.

(sections)

should

be

avoided.

Before

and after each chapter title and section, place a single line spacing. Chapter titles: font Times New
Roman – 12 point, bold. Section titles: Times New Roman – 12 point, italic.

2.2. Mathematical formulas

Formulas should be typed using Microsoft Equation, aligned to left and numbered independently of
chapters. Font formats in the equations:
− mathematical symbols (e.g. sin, log) – a simple 10 point font;
− variables – italic font 10 points;
− indices (lower / upper) variables (e.g. ij in σij) – 8 point italic font;
− indices (lower / upper) constants (after the naming, i.e. 1 in σ1) – a simple 8 point font;
− indices (lower / upper) dependent variables and constants – as above, font – 6 points;
− vectors and matrices – a simple bold font – 10 pt.
Numbers of formulas typewritten in default font should be enclosed in parentheses on the right side of
a given formula (after a single space). A single space should be applied between the main text and a
formula as well as between two formulas directly one after another. Explanation of symbols used in
the formula shall be typed under:
v = κni1n−1 (i − i0 )

(1)
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where: κ is the permeability of the soil in the flow described by exponential dependence, i0 and i1 are
certain hydraulic gradients, and n is the exponent (calculation parameter).

2.3. Figures and tables

Drawings (Fig.1), tables (Tab.1) should be placed in a vertical position, at the end of the article, each
on a separate page. Captions with a single space, Times New Roman – 12 pt. Additionally, each figure
and table should be attached to the article in a separate file clearly identified by name, e.g. Table 1.doc,
Figure 1.jpg.
Figures should be clear, made of black lines on white background. Any descriptions
in the drawing area, as far as possible, should be done with 9 point font. The thickness of the lines in
tables should be 0.50 points. Rows and columns of tables shall be completed in Times New Roman – 9
pt, alignment – centred. It should be noted that the figures are called: diagrams, charts, photos.
SI units must be consistently applied in the article.

3. Copyright

In order to prevent instances of scientific misconduct in the form of ghost-writing and guest
authorship, the authors of submitted manuscripts are required to send the editorial board a statement on
the contribution of individual authors in the preparation of the publication and on the source of its
financing.
The condition for the publication of the manuscript is to provide the editors with a signed declaration
(Transfer of Copyright Agreement) confirming that the author(s) fully possess copyright to the text,
tables and figures contained in the submitted article.
If the submitted paper contains illustrations or other contents protected by copyright, authors are
obliged to obtain prior consent in writing signed by the copyright holder to use it, to cover related costs
and to make reference to the original source of the contents included.
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List of the literature should be typed in Times New Roman – 12 pt, line spacing 1,5, alignment –
double-sided, with 0.5 cm protrusion of the first line. Each entry should include the names of authors,
year of publication, title of book, publisher or journal name, year, issue number and number of pages.
In the list of references year of publication should be embedded in parentheses and placed after the
name of author(s). In the case of several items by the same author published in the same year, the
numbers should be supplemented successively with the letters of the alphabet.
The paper should include references to each of the items, as in the example below. If there are three
or more authors of one item only the first one should be mentioned with a note "et al.”. When there are
two authors both names are mentioned together with the conjunction "and."
Sample citation:
–

Hansbo (2001, 2003) describes that the water flow velocity v, created by hydraulic gradient, may
differ from the Darcy linear law.

–

These values are depend on the thickness and density of examined layer (Ewertowska-Madej,

1993a, 1993b).
–

They consist of layers of specifically built-in cohesive soils, [...] and of synthetic geomembranes
(Daniel, 1997, Rowe et al., 2004).

–
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Shear displacement [...] is a typical displacement required to mobilize the interface residual
strength in studies with ring shear apparatus (Stark and Poeppel, 1994).
In the case of literature appearing in Russian or Ukrainian transliteration should be used (including

the names found in the text).

TITLE IN ENGLISH

Abstract: This is the place for a summary in English – Times New Roman, 12 point, double-sided
alignment. Abstract in English must contain from 100 to 200 words. Purpose of research, used
methods and obtained results should be written here.
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